Introduction

Projection Games and The Projection Games Conjecture
Most of the N P-hardness of approximation results known today (e.g., all of the results in Håstad's paper [Hås01] ) are based on a PCP Theorem for projection games (also known as Label-Cover) [AS98, ALM + 98, Raz98, MR10] . The input to a projection game consists of: (i) a bipartite graph G = (A, B, E); (ii) finite alphabets Σ A , Σ B ; (iii) constraints (also called projections) π e : Σ A → Σ B for every edge e ∈ E. The goal is to find assignments to the vertices φ A : A → Σ A , φ B : B → Σ B that satisfy as many of the edges as possible. We say that an edge e = (a, b) ∈ E is satisfied, if the projection constraint holds, i.e., π e (φ A (a)) = φ B (b). We denote the size of a projection game by n = |A| + |B| + |E|. A PCP Theorem for projection games with soundness error ε and alphabet size k (where ε and k may depend on n) states the following:
Given a projection game of size n with alphabets of size k, it is N P-hard to distinguish between the case where all edges can be satisfied and the case where at most ε fraction of the edges can be satisfied.
We can refine this statement by saying that there is a reduction from (exact) Sat to projection games, and the reduction maps instances of Sat of size n to projection games of size N = n 1+o(1) poly(1/ε). Such PCPs are referred to as "almost-linear size PCP" because of the exponent of n, although for small ε the blow-up may be super-linear.
The state of the art today for PCP Theorems for projection games is the following:
Theorem 1 ( [MR10] ). There exists c > 0, such that for every ε ≥ 1/N c , Sat on input of size n can be reduced to a projection game of size N = n 1+o(1) poly(1/ε) over alphabet of size exp(1/ε) that has soundness error ε. The reduction is computed in polynomial time in N .
Note that one cannot hope for ε that is lower than 1/N (polynomially small). The exp(1/ε) in the statement is not tight. It can be shown that |Σ| ≥ 1/ε, and we conjecture that an alphabet size of poly(1/ε) could be achieved:
Conjecture 1 (Projection games conjecture, PGC). There exists c > 0, such that for every ε ≥ 1/N c , Sat on input of size n can be efficiently reduced to a projection game of size N = n 1+o(1) poly(1/ε) over alphabet of size poly(1/ε) that has soundness error ε.
In almost all applications, one wishes the alphabet size to be at most polynomial in n. This happens in Theorem 1 only when ε ≥ 1/(log N ) b for some constant b > 0. The PGC, on the other hand, gives polynomial alphabet for any ε ≥ 1/N c .
The projection games conjecture is in fact the Sliding Scale Conjecture of Bellare, Goldwasser, Lund and Russell [BGLR93] instantiated for projection games. By "sliding scale" we refer to the idea that the error can be decreased as we increase the alphabet size. Bellare et al. conjectured that polynomially small error could be achieved simultaneously with polynomial alphabet, even for two queries. They did not formulate their conjecture for projection games -the importance of projection games was not fully recognized when they published their work in 1993.
Previous Work
Approximation algorithms for projection games were researched, and the conjecture is consistent with the state of the art algorithm, giving 1/ε = O( 3 √ N k) [CHK09] (Note that the formulation in [CHK09] is slightly different than ours -they have a vertex per pair (vertex, assignment) in our formulation).
The existing hardness results for projection games include two results: the one mentioned in Theorem 1 and another result that is based on parallel repetition [Raz98] :
). There exists c > 0, such that for every ε ≥ 1/N c/ log n , Sat on input of size n can be efficiently reduced to a projection game of size N over alphabet of size O(1/ε) that has soundness error ε.
Note that when the reduction is polynomial, i.e., N = n O(1) , the soundness error is constant. Better soundness error ε can be obtained for larger N . For instance, for N = n O(log n) , one obtains ε = 1/n. Unfortunately, polynomially small error 1/N c cannot be obtained from Theorem 2.
For PCPs with more than two queries, soundness error approaching polynomial, ε = 2 −(log N ) 1−ϵ for every ϵ > 0, is known [DFK + 11]. Alas, these PCPs are not projection games, and the number of queries depends on 1/ϵ. The projection games conjecture has a similar flavor to the unique games conjecture (UGC) of Khot [Kho02] : both assert that low soundness error 1 for a special kind of 2-prover games can be obtained for sufficiently large alphabets. Unique games are the special case of projection games in which the projections π e are 1-1. Unique games appear to be much easier than general projection games. In particular, while there are constructions of projection games with low soundness error for Sat, we do not know of any constructions of unique games with almostperfect completeness 2 and bounded soundness error. The two conjectures, UGC and PGC, seem unrelated: neither would imply the other.
The Potential Influence of The PGC
We believe that the projection games conjecture provides a stable foundation on which many new hardness of approximation results can be based. In particular, for several central approximation problems, achieving tight hardness results seems to require projection games with low soundness error; a few examples follow.
In a work in progress with Gopal we research the approximability of Max-3Sat and Max-3Lin just above their approximation thresholds, which are 7/8 and 1/2, respectively. For context, Håstad discusses hardness beyond any constant larger than the thresholds [Hås01] , and Moshkovitz-Raz improve this to 1/(log log n) O(1) beyond the threshold [MR10] , which is still quite large for reasonable n's. Researching the range of 1/n O(1) beyond the threshold is possible assuming projection games with polynomially small error.
Other results we hope could be achieved (but would require further ideas) are:
• Tight lower bound for n 1−o(1) -approximation of Clique [Hås99, Kho01].
• Tight lower bound for n Ω(1) -approximation of the Shortest-Vector-Problem (SVP) in lattices [Kho05] .
In this paper, we show a tight lower bound on (1 − α) ln n-approximation of Set-Cover assuming the projection games conjecture. (Of course, all the lower bounds are conditioned on a lower bound for Sat.) There are several types of gains that can obtained from the PGC:
• Better lower bounds. For some problems (e.g., Set-Cover) the soundness error obtained from parallel repetition (Theorem 2) is sufficient, but the blow-up in the reduction translates into weak lower bounds. For Set-Cover, this lower bound is 2 n Ω(α/ log log n) which is much lower than the exponential lower bound one could a-priori hope for (note that n 1/ log log n = n o(1) ).
• Minimal assumptions. The parallel-repetition based hardness result for Set-Cover can equivalently stated by saying: we can rule out polynomial-time (1−α) ln n-approximation for Set-Cover assuming N P ̸ ⊆ DT IM E(n O(log log n) ) [Fei98] . The PGC lets one see what results can potentially be obtained relying only on the minimal assumption P ̸ = N P.
• Improved inapproximability factors. For many problems (such as the other problems mentioned above: SVP, Clique, etc), one seems to need polynomially small soundness error to obtain the best inapproximability factor.
In all the aforementioned examples, the existing reductions have super-polynomial blow-up, not only in order to achieve low error for a projection game, but also to facilitate the reduction. For instance, Håstad's reductions use the long code on top of a projection game. For low error ε, the long code incurs a large blow-up 2 (1/ε) O(1) [Hås01] . Basing hardness results on the PGC, would require reductions that do not resort to large blow-ups.
Set-Cover
We demonstrate the application of the PGC to the N P-hardness of approximating Set-Cover.
In Set-Cover, given a collection of sets over the same base set, such that the sets cover all of the base set, the goal is to find as few sets as possible that cover the entire base set:
The goal is to find as few sets S i 1 , . . . , S i k as possible that cover U , i.e.,
Set-Cover is a classic N P-hard optimization problem. It is equivalent to the Hitting-Set, Hypergraph-Vertex-Cover and Dominating-Set problems, and is a special case of many other problems, e.g., Group-Steiner-Tree and Group-Traveling-Salesman-Problem.
The greedy algorithm was shown to give a (ln n + 1)-approximation for Set-Cover [Chv79]. Slavík analyzed the low order terms of the greedy algorithm, and showed that it in fact obtains an approximation to within ln n−ln ln n+O(1) [Sla96] . Set-Cover also has a linear programming based algorithm that gives approximation to within similar factors [Sri99] .
Lund and Yannakakis proved that Set-Cover cannot be approximated in polynomial time to within any factor better than (log 2 n)/4, assuming N P ̸ ⊆ DT IM E(n poly log n ) [LY93] . By adapting their construction, Feige changed the leading constant to the right constant, and showed that Set-Cover cannot be approximated in polynomial time to within (1 − α) ln n for any α > 0, assuming N P ̸ ⊆ DT IM E(n O(lg lg n) ) [Fei98] (the improvement in the assumption is due to the proof of the parallel repetition theorem [Raz98] in the time between the two results). Under P ̸ = N P, the best hardness factor known is about 0.2 ln n [AMS06], based on the PCP of [RS97, AS03] .
The assumption N P ̸ ⊆ DT IM E(n O(lg lg n) ) in Feige's work comes from the use of the parallel repetition theorem. Parallel repetition is used by Feige not only to ensure very low error 1/(log n) O(1) , but also for its unique structure. It was assumed by some that the blow-up incurred by parallel repetition was inherent to the problem. We show that this is not the case, assuming the PGC. Moreover, the blow-up in our reduction is essentially optimal.
Theorem 4. For every 0 < α < 1, there is c = c(α), such that if the projection games conjecture holds with error ε = c lg 4 n , then (exact) Sat on inputs of size n can be reduced in polynomial time to approximating Set-Cover on inputs of size N = n O(1/α) better than (1 − α) ln N .
The theorem proves that approximating Set-Cover on inputs of size N better than (1 − α) ln N is N P -hard, assuming the PGC. Interestingly, the blow-up of the reduction N = n O(1/α) is optimal (up to the constant in the O(·)), assuming that Sat requires exponential time 2 Ω(n) and the PGC. This follows from a sub-exponential 2 O(n α log n) -time approximation algorithm for (1 − α) ln N approximating Set-Cover [CKW09] .
Another interesting point about the theorem is that the quantitative version of the PGC that we need, namely, ε = c lg 4 n for sufficiently small constant c > 0, is much weaker than the full conjecture, and it is just outside the reach of current techniques.
Preliminaries
For a set S and a natural number ℓ we denote by
the family of all sets of ℓ elements from S. We assume without loss of generality that the projection game in Conjecture 1 is bi-regular, i.e., all the A vertices have the same degree, which we call the A-degree, and all the B vertices have the same degree, which we call the B-degree. We note that any projection game can be converted to bi-regular using a technique developed in [MR10] ("right degree reductionswitching sides -right degree reduction"), and the cost in the soundness error and graph size does not change the parameters as stated in Conjecture 1.
Set-Cover Hardness
The New Component
Feige uses the structure obtained from parallel repetition to achieve a projection game in which the soundness guarantee is that very few B vertices have any two of their neighbors agree on a value for them:
Definition 5 (Total disagreement). Assume a projection game (G = (A, B, E 
be an assignment to the A vertices. We say that the A vertices totally disagree on a vertex b ∈ B if there are no two neighbors a 1 , a 2 ∈ A of b, e 1 = (a 1 , b), e 2 = (a 2 , b) ∈ E, for which π e 1 (φ A (a 1 )) = π e 2 (φ A (a 2 )).
Definition 6 (Agreement soundness). Assume a projection game (G = (A, B, E), Σ A , Σ B , Φ) for deciding whether a boolean formula ϕ is satisfiable. We say that G has agreement soundness error ε, if for unsatisfiable ϕ, for any assignment φ A : A → Σ A , the A vertices are in total disagreement on at least 1 − ε fraction of the b ∈ B.
Feige used parallel repetition together with a coding theoretic "trick" to achieve agreement soundness. We show a different way to achieve agreement soundness. Our construction centers around the following combinatorial construction: Lemma 2.1 (Combinatorial construction). For 0 < ε < 1, for infinitely many n, D, there is an explicit construction of a regular graph H = (U, V, E) with |U | = n, V -degree D, and |V | ≤ n O(1) that satisfies the following. For every partition U 1 , . . . , U l of U into sets, such that |U i | ≤ ε |U | for i = 1, . . . , l, the fraction of vertices v ∈ V with more than one neighbor in any single set U i , is at most εD 2 .
Note that the combinatorial property could be achieved by a randomized construction, or by a construction that has a V vertex per every possible set of D neighbors in U . However, the first construction is randomized and the second -too wasteful with a size of ≈ |U | D . The lemma can therefore be thought of as a derandomization of the randomized/full constructions.
Proof. (of Lemma 2.1) Associate U with a space F m where F is a finite field of size |F| = D, and m is a natural number. Let V be the set of all lines in F m . Hence, |V | =
. We connect a line v ∈ V with a point u ∈ U if u lies in v.
Let us show this construction satisfies the desired property. Fix a partition U 1 , . . . , U l of U into tiny sets, |U i | ≤ ε |U | for i = 1, . . . , l. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ l, the number of V lines that have at least two neighbors in U i is at most
. Thus the total number of V vertices with more than one neighbor in a single U i is at most
We show how to take a projection game with standard soundness and convert it to a projection game with total disagreement soundness, by combining it with the graph from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let D ≥ 2, ε > 0. From a projection game with soundness error ε 2 D 2 , we can construct a projection game with agreement soundness error 2εD 2 and B-degree D. The transformation preserves the alphabets of the game. The size is raised to a constant factor.
Proof. Let G = (G = (A, B, E) , Σ A , Σ B , Φ) be the original projection game. Assume that the B-degree is |U |, and we use U to enumerate the neighbors of a B vertex, i.e., there is a function E ← : B × U → A that given a vertex b ∈ B and u ∈ U , gives us the A vertex which is the u neighbor of b.
Let H = (U, V, E H ) be the graph from Lemma 2.1. We create a new projection game
The intended assignment to every vertex a ∈ A is the same as its assignment in the original game. The intended assignment to a vertex ⟨b, v⟩ ∈ B × V is the same as the assignment to b in the original game. We put an edge e ′ = (a, ⟨b, v⟩) if E ← (b, u) = a and (u, v) ∈ E H . We define π e ′ ≡ π (a,b) .
If there is an assignment to the original game that satisfies c fraction of its edges, then the corresponding assignment to the new game satisfies c fraction of its edges.
Suppose there is an assignment for the new game φ A : A → Σ A in which more than 2εD 2 fraction of the vertices in B × V do not have total disagreement.
Let us say that b ∈ B is "good" if for more than εD 2 of the vertices in {b} × V the A vertices do not totally disagree. Note that the fraction of good b ∈ B is at least εD 2 .
Focus on a good b ∈ B. Consider the partition of U into |Σ B | sets, where the set corresponding to σ ∈ Σ B is:
By the property of H, there must be σ ∈ Σ A such that |U σ | > ε |U |. We call σ the "champion" for b. We define an assignment φ B : B → Σ B that assigns good b's their champions, and other b's arbitrary values. The fraction of edges that φ A , φ B satisfy in the original game is at least ε 2 D 2 .
Next we consider a variant of projection games that is relevant for the reduction to Set-Cover. In this variant the prover is allowed to assign each vertex ℓ values, and an agreement is interpreted as agreement on one of the assignments in the list:
Definition 7 (List agreement). Assume a projection game (G = (A, B, E) 
be an assignment that assigns each A vertex l alphabet symbols. We say that the A vertices totally disagree on a vertex b ∈ B if there are no two neighbors a 1 , a 2 ∈ A of b, e 1 = (a 1 , b), e 2 = (a 2 , b) ∈ E, for which there exist σ 1 ∈φ A (a 1 ), σ 2 ∈φ A (a 2 ), such that π e 1 (σ 1 ) = π e 2 (σ 2 ).
Definition 8 (List agreement soundness). Assume a projection game (G = (A, B, E) , Σ A , Σ B , Φ) for deciding membership whether a boolean formula ϕ is satisfiable. We say that G has agreement soundness error (ℓ, ε), if for unsatisfiable ϕ, for any assignmentφ
, the A vertices are in total disagreement on at least 1 − ε fraction of the b ∈ B.
If a projection game has low error ε, then even when the prover is allowed to assign each A vertex ℓ values, the game is still sound. This is argued in the next corollary: Lemma 2.3 (Projection game with list agreement soundness). Let ℓ ≥ 1, 0 < ε ′ < 1. A projection game with agreement soundness error ε ′ has agreement soundness error (ℓ, ε ′ ℓ 2 ).
Proof. Assume on way of contradiction that the projection game has an assignmentφ
such that on more than ε ′ ℓ 2 fraction of the B vertices, the A vertices do not totally disagree. Define an assignment φ A : A → Σ A by assigning every vertex a ∈ A a symbol picked uniformly at random from the ℓ symbols inφ A (a). If a vertex b ∈ B has two neighbors a 1 , a 2 ∈ A that agree on b under the list assignmentφ A , then the probability that they agree on b under the assignment φ A is at least 1/ℓ 2 . Thus, under φ A , the expected fraction of the B vertices that have at least two neighbors that agree on them, is more than ε ′ . In particular, there exists an assignment to the A vertices, such that more than ε ′ fraction of the B vertices have two neighbors that agree on them. This contradicts the agreement soundness of the game.
By applying Lemma 2.2 and then Lemma 2.3 on the game from Conjecture 1, we get: Corollary 2.4. Assuming Conjecture 1, for any ℓ ≥ 1, for infinitely many D, for any ε ≥ 1/n c , given a projection game with alphabet size poly(1/ε) and B-degree D, it is N P-hard to distinguish between the case where all edges can be satisfied, and the case where the agreement soundness error is (ℓ, 2Dℓ 2 √ ε).
Following Feige's Reduction
In the remainder, we will show how to use Corollary 2.4 to obtain the desired hardness result for Set-Cover. The reduction is along the lines of Feige's original reduction.
For the reduction we rely on a combinatorial construction of a universe together with partitions of it. Each partition covers the universe, but any cover that takes at most one set out of each partition, is necessarily large:
Lemma 2.5 (Partition system, [NSS95] ). For natural numbers m, D, for α ≤ 2/D, there is an explicit construction of a universe U , |U | ≤ poly(D log D , log m) and partitions P 1 , . . . , P m of U into D sets that satisfy the following: there is no cover of U with ℓ = D ln |U | (1 − α) sets S i 1 , . . . , S i ℓ , 1 ≤ i 1 < · · · < i ℓ ≤ m, such that set S i j belongs to partition P i j .
To see why ℓ = D ln |U | (1 − α) is to be expected (this later determines the hardness factor we get), think of the following randomized construction: each element in U corresponds to a vector in [D] m , specifying for each of the m partitions, to which of its D sets it belongs. Consider a uniformly random choice of such a vector. Fix any S i 1 , . . . , S i ℓ . The probability that a random element is not covered by S i 1 , . . . , S i ℓ is (1 − 1/D) ℓ ≈ e −ℓ/D . When ℓ = D ln |U | (1 − α), we have e −ℓ/D ≥ 1/ |U |, and we expect one of the |U | elements in U not to be covered by S i 1 , . . . , S i ℓ . The construction in [NSS95] de-randomizes this randomized construction.
We now describe the reduction from a projection game G as in Corollary 2.4, to a Set-Cover instance SC G .
Apply Lemma 2.5 for m = |Σ B | and D which is the B-degree of the projection game. Let U be the universe, and P σ 1 , . . . , P σm be the partitions of U . We index the partitions by Σ B symbols σ 1 , . . . , σ m . The elements of the Set-Cover instance are B × U .
For every vertex a ∈ A and an assignment σ ∈ Σ A to a we have a set S a,σ in the Set-Cover instance. The intuition is that whether we take S a,σ to the cover would correspond to assigning σ to a. The set S a,σ is a union of subsets, one for every edge e = (a, b) touching a. Suppose e is the i'th edge coming into b (1 ≤ i ≤ D), then the subset associated with e is the i'th subset of the partition P φe (σ) . Note that if we have an assignment to the A vertices, such that all of b's neighbors agree on one value for b, then the D subsets corresponding to those neighbors and their assignments form a partition that covers b's universe. On the other hand, if one uses only sets that correspond to totally disagreeing assignments to the neighbors, then by the definition of the partitions, covering U requires ≈ ln |U | times more sets.
Claim 2.6. The following hold:
• Completeness: If all the edges in G can be satisfied, then SC G has a set cover of size |A|.
• Soundness: Let ℓ . = D ln |U | (1 − α) be as in Lemma 2.5. If G has agreement soundness (ℓ, α), then every set cover of SC G is of size more than |A| ln |U | (1 − 2α).
Proof. Completeness follows from taking the set cover corresponding to each of the A vertices and its satisfying assignment.
Let us prove soundness. Assume on way of contradiction that there is a set cover C of SC G of size at most |A| ln |U | (1 − 2α). For every a ∈ A let s a be the number of sets in C of the form S a,· . Hence, ∑ a∈A s a = |C|. For every b ∈ B let s b be the number of sets in C that participate in covering {b} × U . Then, denoting the A-degree of G by D A , ∑ b∈B
In other words, on average over the b ∈ B, the universe {b}×U is covered by at most D ln |U | (1− 2α) sets. Therefore, by Markov's inequality, the fraction of b ∈ B whose universe {b} × U is covered by at most D ln |U | (1 − α) = ℓ sets is at least α. By Lemma 2.5 and our construction, for such b ∈ B, there are two edges e 1 = (a 1 , b), e 2 = (a 2 , b) ∈ E with S a 1 ,σ 1 , S a 2 ,σ 2 ∈ C where π e 1 (σ 1 ) = π e 2 (σ 2 ). We define an assignmentφ A : A →
to the A vertices as follows. For every a ∈ A pick ℓ different symbols σ ∈ Σ A from those with S a,σ ∈ C (add arbitrary symbols if there are not enough). As we showed, for at least α fraction of the b ∈ B, the A vertices will not totally disagree.
Fix a constant 0 < α < 1. The inapproximability ratio we get for Set-Cover from Claim 2.6 is (1−2α) ln |U |, assuming agreement soundness (ℓ, α). The latter is obtained from Corollary 2.4 for ε = c/ log 4 n for a certain constant c = c(α). Let N = |U | |B| be the number of elements in SC G . We take |U | = Θ(|B| 1/α ) (we might need to duplicate elements for that), so ln N = (1 + α) ln |U |, and the inapproximability ratio is at least (1 − 3α) ln N . Note that the reduction is polynomial in n. This proves Theorem 4.
Open Problems
The main open problem is to prove the projection games conjecture. We believe that many more hardness of approximation results could be proved based on the PGC. Two concrete open problems are to prove results for Clique and SVP. It will be interesting to show equivalence between certain strong hardness results and the PGC. Another very interesting open problem is to find better approximation algorithms for projection games.
